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Evidence for shallow implantation during the growth of bismuth
nanocrystals by pulsed laser deposition
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The implantation of bismuth during pulsed laser deposition~PLD! has been directly observed and
investigated. Bi was deposited on amorphous aluminum oxide (Al2O3) and the laser energy density
on the Bi target was varied by one order of magnitude~0.4 to 5 J cm22). Cross-sectional
transmission electron micrographs reveal that, for laser energy densities above 2 J cm22, in addition
to the formation of Bi nanocrystals, there is a dark and apparently continuous layer in the Al2O3

underneath them. From previous velocity measurements, the kinetic energy of the Bi species in the
plume generated at laser energy densities above 2 J cm22 has been estimated to be around 200 eV,
which gives a calculated implantation range of 1.8 nm in Al2O3 . This is in good agreement with the
position of the Bi-rich layer. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1564878#
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There is considerable interest in nanocomposites
metal nanocrystals~NCs! embedded in an oxide matrix be
cause they can show a wide range of interesting mechan
catalytic, electrical, and optical properties. Thus, synthe
methods that allow the growth of good-quality oxides a
the development of well-controlled metal NCs are requir
Pulsed laser deposition~PLD! is a thin-film deposition tech-
nique that is especially suited for the deposition of comp
oxides.1,2 In previous work we have shown the potential
PLD for the growth of metal NCs~Cu, Bi, Ag! embedded in
amorphous aluminum oxide (Al2O3),3–7 and how the NC
size, shape, and distribution can be modified as a functio
the number of pulses on the metal target. The influence of
energy density used for ablation has not been studied in
tail, although it is expected to have a significant influence
the structure of the nanocomposite because of the h
kinetic-energy species~up to several hundred eV! that are
present in typical plasmas during PLD. These high-ene
species are a key factor in explaining the formation of hig
density films with good adhesion by PLD.1,2 However, they
may also result in resputtering of surface atoms and sha
implantation that can cause significant interfacial mixing a
the production of metastable phases.8 These effects are ver
important whenever artificial structures have to be dev
oped, and have been addressed in the case of multil
films.9,10 However, the influence of the high-kinetic-energ
species produced during PLD on the growth of metal N
embedded in an oxide matrix deserves special attention.

The aim of this work is to investigate the influence th
the energy density used to ablate the metal target has on
structure of the deposit, and, more specifically, to investig
implantation effects. For this study, Bi has been chosen
cause it has a low melting point and low thermal conduc
ity compared to most metals, which allow a wide range

a!Electronic mail: jean-paul.barnes@materials.ox.ac.uk
6390021-8979/2003/93(10)/6396/3/$20.00
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energy densities to be used for ablation. It will be also sho
that its high atomic mass provides the Bi species with a h
kinetic energy in the PLD plasma as well as providing hi
contrast relative to the oxide matrix for transmission elect
microscope~TEM! observation.

An ArF excimer laser~193-nm, 20-ns full width at half
maximum, 5–20-Hz repetition rate! was used to alternately
ablate high-purity Al2O3 and Bi targets in vacuum (1026

Torr!. The substrates were positioned at a distance of 32
along the target normal and kept at room temperature.
study the in-plane morphology at different energy densiti
simple sandwich structures of Al2O3/Bi/Al 2O3 were grown
on carbon-coated mica so as to avoid overlapping ima
from superimposed NCs when viewed in transmission. T
energy density on the Al2O3 was kept constant at 5~61!
J cm22, and an approximate thickness of 10 nm of Al2O3

was deposited before and after the Bi NCs. The energy d
sity used to ablate the Bi target was varied using an atte
ator in the laser beam path before the focusing lens. Th
samples were grown with energy densities of 0.4~60.1!
J cm22, 2 ~60.4! J cm22, and 5~61! J cm22 on the Bi tar-
get. The lowest energy density was close to the Bi ablat
threshold. The Bi content of each deposit was kept const
by choosing an appropriate number of pulses on the tar
and it was checked after deposition using Rutherford ba
scattering spectroscopy. A 2.0-MeV4He1 beam was used
and the experimental spectra were analyzed using theRUMP

code.11 The total areal density of the Bi deposits was fou
to be 1.960.531015 atoms cm22. TEM analysis of the film
structure was carried out using a JEOL 4000EX operate
400 kV with a point- to-point resolution of 0.16 nm.

Figure 1 shows plan-view images corresponding to
films deposited at the lowest and the highest energy de
ties. The Bi NCs are imaged as dark areas on a lighter ba
ground, which correspond to the amorphous Al2O3 . Size dis-
tributions are included beside each image which show
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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6397J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 10, 15 May 2003 Barnes et al.
significant dependence of the in-plane morphology of
NCs on the change in energy density. The average NC di
eters from highest to lowest energy density are 6.4~60.6!,
6.9 ~60.6!, and 7.2~60.6! nm, with standard deviations fo
the size distribution of 2.7, 2.8, and 3.0 nm respectively. T
variation in mean diameter with energy density is within t
expected range, given the error in calibrating the deposi
rate at the different energy densities, which results in sli
variations in the exact amount of Bi deposited.

In order to study the morphology of the NCs in the d
rection normal to the film plane, a single sample contain
three layers of Bi NCs, each grown at one of the three
ferent energy densities, was deposited on a silicon subs
so that a cross-sectional sample could be prepared. The d
sition sequence starting from the Si substrate was Al2O3/
Bi~0.4 J cm22)/ Al2O3/ Bi~2 J cm22)/ Al2O3/ Bi~5 J cm22)/
Al2O3 where all the Al2O3 layers were grown to have a
approximate thickness of 20 nm to ensure that each new
NC layer nucleates on a fresh flat surface. The growth of
the Bi NCs layers in one sample enables a direct compar
to be made without artifacts from preparation techniques
TEM observation conditions. The cross-sectional sample
prepared using an FEI 200TEM focused ion beam sys
and is approximately 40 nm thick.

Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional image. The ene
density used to ablate the Bi target to form the NCs increa
from bottom to top. The Al2O3 layers are very homogeneou
and the Al2O3 species fill in the spaces between the pre
ously deposited NCs. The NCs in this projection appear
ther circular or elliptical in shape. As was seen in the pla
view images, there is no significant variation in th
morphology of the Bi NCs with the energy density used
ablate the Bi target. The average heights of the NCs are
~60.6!, 6.1 ~60.6!, and 6.2~60.6! nm from highest to low-
est energy density, respectively, with standard deviation
1, 0.7, and 1 nm. It is thought that once Bi nuclei are form
on the Al2O3 surface, these nuclei grow into thre
dimensional islands as more Bi arrives. The characteristic

FIG. 1. Plan-view TEM images with corresponding average in-plane
distributions of Bi deposited at~a! 5 J cm22 and ~b! 0.4 J cm22.
Downloaded 21 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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the growth appear very similar to our earlier observations
the growth of Cu and Ag NCs in amorphous Al2O3 .3,4,7

The most surprising feature in the cross-sectional im
is the continuous layer of dark contrast below the Bi NCs
depths of 1.1~60.3! nm and 1.6~60.3! nm for the deposi-
tions at 2 and 5 J cm22, with layer thicknesses of 1.0~60.3!
and 1.3~60.3! nm, respectively. This layer of dark contra
has been confirmed as Bi-rich in composition by ener
dispersive x-ray~EDX! analysis performed in a JEOL 3000
operated at 297 kV with a probe size of less than 1 nm
diameter. No such layer can be seen under the NCs depo
at 0.4 J cm22. Figure 3 shows a high-resolution electron m
croscope~HREM! image corresponding to the 2 J cm22

deposition condition. The image shows a large Bi NC
which lattice fringes can be seen, plus several smaller N
that appear to overlap in this projection. To the left is an a
with no nanocrystals, which shows that the Bi-rich layer d
velops independently of the NCs.

In order to explain the observation of this Bi-rich laye
it is useful to consider the energy of the Bi species arriving
the Al2O3 surface. In a previous work using spatially r
solved, real-time optical emission spectroscopy and sim
energy densities, an expansion velocity of'1.43106 cm s21

was estimated for the plasma of the excited neutrals and
(Bi1* and Bi* species!.12 This is equivalent to a kinetic
energy of around 200 eV.SRIM software13 was used to esti-
mate the implantation range for Bi in amorphous Al2O3

~density of 2.95 g cm23)14 with kinetic energies in the rang
from 0 to 400 eV. The results are plotted in Fig. 4. A kine
energy of 200 eV can be seen to be sufficient to result in
approximate implantation range of 1.8 nm and a straggle~the
standard deviation in the direction of implantation! of 0.4
nm. Given the errors in measuring the depth of the Bi-r
layer, this implantation range compares well with the me

e

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional TEM image of the multilayer film deposited on
The energy density used to deposit the Bi is~a! 5 J cm22, ~b! 2 J cm22, and
~c! 0.4 J cm22.

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional HREM image corresponding to the 2 J cm22 density
deposition energy.
icense or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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distance below the surface at which the Bi rich layer is o
served in the cross-sectional image of the Bi deposited
and 5 J cm22.

The decrease in the depth of the Bi-rich layer from 1.6
1.1 nm on reducing the energy density from 5 to 2 J cm22

suggests that a further decrease in the implantation d
should be expected on decreasing the energy density to
J cm22. Assuming that in the range of energy densities us
the kinetic energy of the ablated species have a linear de
dence on energy density, an implantation depth of 0.5 nm
less would be expected.15 This would not only be difficult to
see in the TEM image, but any implanted species might a
diffuse back to the surface. This agrees with the absence
clearly visible Bi-rich layer for an energy density of 0
J cm22. Therefore, it can be concluded that the Bi-rich lay
beneath the NCs is formed by the high-kinetic-energy
species present in the plasma. The Bi implantation is pr
ably initiated at the start of the deposition process, an
might influence the nucleation of the NCs by modifying t
surface of the Al2O3 .

It is interesting to note that studies of plasma expans
dynamics performed in several PLD systems show that
energy densities around 2 J cm22, the expansion velocities o
the studied species are in the range of 106 cm s21, irrespec-
tive of the target material.1,12,15,16Therefore, the kinetic en
ergy will depend predominantly on the atomic mass. Hen
the lighter the element, the shorter the expected implanta
range. For two other metals that we have used to g
NCs—Cu (ma563.5 amu! and Ag (ma5108)—the kinetic
energies would be about three and two times less than th
Bi, respectively. This means an implantation range of o
0.5 nm for Cu, which would be difficult to observe. For A
an implantation range of about 0.8 nm is estimated, wh
agrees with the recent observation of a faint underlayer v
close to the Ag NCs.7 Nevertheless, even for this case, t
implantation effect is important, although it may more oft
be described as mixing at the interface with the previou
deposited material, as has been reported for metal multi
ers such as Fe/Ag.8–10

The presence of the layer is likely to have a significa
effect on the optical properties of the nanocomposite. T
inclusion of small amounts of metal ions can significan
increase the refractive index of the oxide matrix,5,17 thus af-
fecting the position of the surface plasmon resonance.18 The

FIG. 4. Bi ion implantation range against ion energy. The error bars co
spond to longitudinal straggle.
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electric and magnetic properties might be also affected.
example, in the case of composites of Fe nanocrystal
amorphous Al2O3 grown by PLD, significant modifications
in the magneto-optical response have been reported whe
presence of dissolved Fe atoms in the dielectric matrix
taken into account.19

In conclusion, during PLD of Bi on Al2O3 , the shallow
implantation of Bi species has been shown for energy de
ties above 2 J cm22. The implantation range has been show
to depend on the energy density used for ablation, whic
related to the velocity of the Bi atoms and ions in the plasm
It has been highlighted that implantation during PLD is mo
likely the higher the mass of the ablated species, based
previous measurements that have shown that there is no
nificant dependence of expansion velocity on the metal c
sen for ablation. Further studies are needed to determin
detail the velocity distribution of the ablated species, and
analyze the effect that such an implanted layer has on
electrical, magnetic, and optical properties of the nanoco
posite.
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